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Summary

Seismic qualification of the suspended ceiling and air delivery components at 742' elevation at the main .g b
control roorn of the Sequoyah Nuclear Plant was established by performing detailed ime history analyse
of tbe-system consisting of these componts 5Both the suspended ceiling and the ardlvr
components have been classified as Seismic Category l(L) with special requirements on posit

t etnton srutualitegrity and maintainingflow delivery function. Thuqalfiatonanlyes

demonstrated compliance with these requirements when subjec to SQN SSE loading.

The suspended ceiling grid consists of north-south running extruded aluminum mairbairs" at nominal 4 ft
spacing and east-west running T-bars at 2 ft spacing connecting the airbars. Supported in each ncell" of -
this grid are luminous panels" that consist of a thin plastic plate and an aluminum louver. The luminous A
panels are secured in place at each grid intersection with an assembly of plates and nylon bolts. The gri t.

is vertically supported by nominal 2 ft long wire supports in a nominal 4 ft by 4 ft grid pattem. The ceiling t N
grid is surrounded along its perimeter by a 3/4' thick plaster panel, with a small clearance (zero to 1/8") 6
between the grid perimeter and the edge of the plaster panel. During oscillatory seismic motion, the N
plaster panel will push on the ceiling perimeter at different locations at different times and 'drive' the
ceiling seismic response; Given such a loading mechanism, the significant loading to both the airbars

<!Z7 and the T-bars is compressive, tensile and bending effects being insignificant.

During the level of seismic response implied by the Sequoyah Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE), with a
peak ground acceleration of 0.18 g horizontal and 0.12 g vertical, the response of the ceiling structure
will involve significant nonlinear behavior resulting in damping in excess to the levels, e.g., 5% or 7%,

ral desig e le, the luminous panels will undergo some amount of
sliding relative to the aluminum grid members they are mounted on. Given that the mass of the luminous
panels constitutes about 70% of the total mass of the suspended ceiling, it is evident that such sliding
against a level of friction can result in significant energy dissipation, i.e., damping. Nonlinear time history
analyses were performed to incorporate these effects and to obtain more accurate representation of the
actual seismic response than achievable using elastic linear analysis. In addition to the beam and shell
structural elements, nonlinear elements between the joining elements at the intersections. were
incorporated to allow modeling of sliding of these elements relative to each other. The model reflected
the as designed ceiling grid except that a further assumption.was made that spacer bars (minor
modifications) are added between the plaster panel and the perimeter airbar at the north and south ends
of the control room to prevent-significant deformation of the perimeter air bar at these locations.

Time histories matching SSE response spectra at the slab above the control room were generated for
use in the analyses. To address frequency uncertainty, time history runs were made, in addition to the
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"nominal' case, also for. two additional cases: (1) time scale accelerated by a factor of 1.10 and (2) time
scale decelerated by a factor of 1.10. Since SQN criteria also require a fact6r of safety of 1.3 for seismic
qualification by analysis, the acceleration histories were amplified by a factor of 1.3 in all the analyses
performed.

The results indicated (a) no buckling in the suspended ceiling grid members, (b) axial and -bending stress.
less than 30% of allowable establishing position retention and structural integrity and thereby seismic

lification of the suspended ceiling g ts confirmed the conclusions of the analyses
performed earlier as part ofithe ceiling grid functionality evaluation using hand calculation methods.
However, minor modifications (spacer bars and connection screws) have been defined by TVA-SQN to { \
prevent localized distortion of suspended ceiling perimeter bars at the north and south ends of the MCR.
These modifications reduce north-south displacements of the suspended ceiling and enhance
qualification of the air delivery components.

The air delivery components that are supported by the main control room suspended ceiling are (a) the
airbars, (b) the triangular fiber board ducting, (c) the flex ducting connecting to the triangular fiber board 'i i

ducting. The air bar is qualified based on ceiling grid analysis results. The triangular fiberboard duct is '< z
* qualified based on (1) being subject to low seismic inertial forces due to its very light weight and low

effective acceleration demonstrated by the grid time history analysis, (2) solid continuous mounting, over
its total length, with additional restraint from the eye bolt that runs through the duct top panel, and (3) the
duct fiber board material not being subject to brittle failure modes. On this basis, the triangular duct
structural integrity and functional capability will remain intact during the SQN SSE. The 10 inch diameter
flexible ducts are qualified based on (1) being attached firmly to the triangular duct and to outlets in the
Category I sheet metal duct mounted to the overhead reinforced concrete slab, (2) being subject to very
low inertia force and relative displacement demands due to very light weight and flexibility by design.
Duct position retention is based on the continuous (over the length) secure mounting on the sheet metal
channel adapter and additional lateral support from the.eyebolt shanks. With this configuration, a ship-
lap connection between two adjacent sections is not subject to relative displacements and the
connection, with special reinforced tape wrapped over the connection area, will maintain integrity and
functional capability.

The SQN suspended ceiling and air delivery components with minor modifications to the original design
meet the applicable position retention, structural integrity, and functionality criteria requirements when
subjected to the SQN SSE.
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1. Purpose and Scope

This calculation documents seismic qualification analyses of the SQN Main Control Room (MCR)

- suspended ceiling and the attached air delivery components. Finite element models incorporating

nonlinear features to realistically represent the response of the various components of the ceiling were

developed and nonlinear time history analyses performed. The results of these analyses verify the

conclusions of the Functionality Evaluation (included as Appendix D) derived from analyses using hand

calculation methods and establish that the subject components maintain integrity during the safe

shutdown earthquake in accordance with special SQN Category l(L) criteria requirements, including

position retention, structural integrity and functionality requirements for the air delivery components (air

bars, triangular duct, and flexible duct). The analysis considers effects of minor modifications defined by

TVA-SQN in Reference 5.13. These modifications (spacer bars and connection screws) enhance

seismic qualification of the air delivery components by reducing north-south displacements of the ceiling

and removing analytical uncertainty due to plastic deformation of the perimeter bars at the ends of the

MCR. The special criteria requirements and qualification methodology are applied in this calculation

pending NRCs review and approval of TVAs associated licensing submittal.

w 2. Methods and Models

Figure 2.1 shows a diagram of the suspended ceiling.

Figure 2.1 Diagram of SQN main control room suspended ceiling, looking north
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East-west running unistrut beams at nominal 4 ft intervals are suspended with rods frorm the reinforced

concrete slab at elevation 749.75'. The ends of these unistrut beams are rigidly anchored to the north-
south running walls.and support the grid structure that is the subject of the current analyses with
nominally 8 Gauge wire hangers. (The rod hung unistrut grid supporting the light fixtures and the _ _

suspended ceiling was seismically qualified in Calculation SCG-2S90-088, Reference 5.1.) The subject
suspended ceiling grid consists of north-south running extruded aluminum "airbars" at'nominal 4 ft
spacing and east-west running "T-bars" at 2 ft spacing connecting the airbars. Supported in each "cell"

of this grid are luminous panels" that consist of a thin plastic plate and an aluminum louver. The
luminous panels are secured in place at each grid intersection with an assembly of plates and nylon
bolts (SQN drawing 46W402-3, Reference 5.2). The ceiling grid is surrounded along its perimeter by a
3/4" thick plaster panel, with a small clearance (zero to 1/8") beitween the grid perimeter and the edge of
the plaster panel. The grid is vertically supported by nominal 2 ft long thin wire supports in a nominal 4 ft
by 4 ft grid pattern. If the ceiling was supported only by the wires, with nothing preventing a range of
lateral motion along the perimeter, the natural frequency of lateral oscillation would be very low and the
whole ceiling could swing 'freely' during seismic excitation. In this condition, the ceiling elements would
be subject to very low accelerations and internal forces.

However as the range of displacement due to seismic loading would clearly exceed the width of the
clearance between the ceiling perimeter and the plaster panel, the plaster panel will impact the ceiling
perimeter and "drive" the ceiling seismic response. During the oscillatory seismic motion, the plaster
panel will push on the ceiling perimeter at different locations at different times. Given such a loading
mechanism, it is clear that the significant loading to both the airbars and the T-bars is compressive,

tensile effects being insignificant.

During the level of seismic response implied by the Sequoyah Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE), with a

peak horizontal ground acceleration of 0.18 g, the response of the ceiling structure will involve significant
nonlinear aspects resulting in damping in excess to the levels, e.g., 5% or 7%, typically used in..
structural-design. For example, the luminous panels will undergo some amount of sliding relative to the
aluminum grid members they are mounted on: Given that the mass of the luminous panels.constitutes

about 70% of the total mass-of the suspended ceiling, it is evident that such sliding against a level of
friction can result in significant energy dissipatibn, i.e., damping.

Evaluation of this type of structure using the standard linear elastic equivalent static method of seismic
analysis leads typically to conservative results as the energy dissipation associated with the small

continuous relative motions with friction are not accounted for. To be able to account for these effects
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and to obtain more accurate representation of the actual seismic response of the suspended ceiling.
structure, nonlinear time history analyses were performed.

For this purpose, a 3-D model of the ceiling-,shown in Figure 2.2, was developed using ANSYS
general purpose finite element software (Reference 5.3). Input data used in the development of the
model was based on information in references 5.1, 5.2, 5.4, and 5.5 (Reference 5.5 is included in
Appendix D).

z

.xIZ

Figure 2.2 3-D model of SQON MCR suspended ceiling. (Y axis points to the west)

All the airbar and T-bar sections as well as the luminous panels are represented with discrete
elements in the model. The close-up plot in Figure 2.3 shows just the beam elements representing
the air bars and the T-bars and the tension-only'links representing the wire-hangers, while.Figure
2.4 shows the shell elements representing the luminous panels.
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Figure 2.3 Full model, beam elements for airbars and T-bars as well as tension-only links for wire

hangers shown. South-West corner. (Y axis points toethe west)
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Figure 2.4 Full model, luminous panel elements shown. South-West corner. (Y axis points to the

west)
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* Figure 2.5. Raleigh proportional damping with ca= 0.2 and A= 0.001.

Raleigh proportional damping was applied with the mass proportional coefficient equal to0.an)

stiffness proportional damping equal to results in frequency dependent damping shown

in Figure 2.5 for linear elastic systems. At the frequency of ideal pendulum with wire length of 24"

of 0.64 Hz, the above results in less than 3% damping, and the damping remaining below 5% up to

about 16 Hz. Use-of linear elastic damping of 5% would be consistent with the SQN FSAR.

requirements for linear elastic analysis of the suspended ceiling.

In addition to the beam and shell structural elements, several nonlinear elements between the

joining elements at the intersections were incorporated to allow modeling of sliding of these

elements relative to each other, e.g., sliding of the luminous panels relative to the supporting grid

members. For the panels, based on .field observation a range of sliding of 1 /8' was modeled, with

a "hard stop" at this limit preventing further-sliding. At the perimeter, contact elements with

compressive stiffness specified to model that of the playter panel were included to represent the

constraint by the panel with a gap of 1/8" between-the panel and the ceiling perimeter member.

Details of the nonlinear elements are provided in Attachment A. (Time history runs of the N-S and

E-W submodels were also made assuming zero clearance between the plaster panel and the ceiling

perimeter.)
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As stated previously, the significant loadirig to the suspended ceiling structure is in the form of
compression of the airbars and the T-bars. As the air bars and the T-bars are perpendicular, with the
airbars-running north-south and T-bars running east-west and the ceiling is essentially doubi symmetric
relative to lines through the ceiling center north-south and east-wes there is very little cross coupling

between the north-south and east-west responses As the run times with the "fulI" model (Figure 2.2)
wrhof cross coupling was taken advantage of by dividing the
full model to two submodels: (1) north-,south submodel, and (2) east-west submodel, shown in Figures
2.5 and 2.6, respectively. . Ad z

& A W/Ay RAZTAil

Figure 2.5 North-south submodel. (Y axis points to the west)

These models were created by starting from the full model and "isolating" representative strips limited by
two adjacent rows of wire hangers. . - -

The north-south submodel consists of two airbars from the center portion of the ceiling (with both bars
supporting a triangular duct), the luminous panels between these airbars, and wires supporting the two

airbars. The portion of the ceiling tributary to the two airbars and two rows of wires actually includes, in

I
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addition to the luminous panels between the air bars, also a half width of the luminous panels "outside"

the Iwo airbars. The additional tributary mass from panels outside the two airbars was accounted for in

the model by doubling the mass density of the luminous panels included in the model. Correspondingly,

the nonlinear element initial stiffness and friction force were also doubled.

The east-west submodel consists of three T-bars from the center portion of the ceiling, the two 2 foot

wide rows of luminous panels between these T-bars, and the two rows of wires supporting the two

outermost T-bars. (Note that the middle T-bar is not supported by wires.) The portion of the ceiling

tributary to the two lines of wires actually includes, in addition to the luminous panels between the three

lines of T-bars, also one 2-foot wide row of luminous panels "outside" both the outermost T-bar lines.

The tributary mass from the panels outside the three-T-bars included in the model, was accounted for by

doubling the mass densitj of the two rows of luminous panels in the model. Correspondingly, the

nonlinear element initial stiffness and friction force were also doubled. Similarly, the mass density of the

airbars with and without triangular ducts attached is doubled in the model. Per drawing 46W402-3

(Reference 5.2), five of the airbars have triangular ducts attached and five do not.

I
i

II Figure 2.6 East-west submodel. (Y axis points to the west)
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The north-south submodel was run for an input consisting of the combination of north-sodth and vertical
acceleration histories and the east-west submodel was run for the combination of east-west and vertical

* acceleration histories.

The time history analyses were run in large deformation" mode including geometric nonlinearity effects.
Should the compressive force state and deformations cause buckling in the airbars or the T-bars, the

analysis would indicate this through development of rapidly increasing displacements. (No buckling was
indicated in the runs performed.)

For the purpose of the analyses, time histories were generated based on the response spectra provided
for the slab above the control room, at elevation 748.50', in report CEB-80-20-C (Reference 5.4).
Documentation of the time history generation is provided in Appendix C, and the three generated
component acceleration time histories are shown in Figures 2.7, 2.8, and 2.9.

0.40
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0.20- - -_ _-
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Figure 2.7 North-south acceleration time history
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To address frequency uncertainty, two time history runs were made in addition to the nominal" case
(i.e., as generated in Appendix C): (1) time scale accelerated by a factor of 1.10 (event duration = 27.3

seconds) and (2) time scale decelerated by a factor of 1.10 (event duration = 33.0 seconds). This is a*

way of achieving 'peak shifting" by a factor ofJ.10. Per existing TVA criteria described in Reference
5.5, a factor of safety of 1.3 on the nominal seismic loading in the seismic qualification for structural
integrity is required. To meet this criterion, the three component acceleration histories were multiplied

by 1.3 in all the analyses performed.
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3- Qualification -Suspended Ceilinq Components
.

Seismic qualification of the suspended ceiling components is based on results and conclusions from the

time history analyses. The key results from the time history analyses of the suspended ceiling are the

following:

Compressive force in the air bars and in the T-bars

Tension (or slack) in the wire hangers
i

Non occurrence of global buckling modes

The results support the basic conclusions reached based on the hand calculations in Reference 5.5

(included as Appendix D)

The peak forces in the airbars, T-bars, and wires are summarized in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1 Peak forces in the airbars, T-bars, and wires

N-S SubModel I E-W SubModel
Max airbar
compr. fib]

max wire
tension fib]

min wire"
tension fib]

Max T-bar
compr. fib]

max wire
tension ib]

min wire"'
tension fib]

Nominal Event 810.1 32.28 - 13.28 148.0 29.24 10.97
Accelerated Event (1) 667.5 f 31.11 13.25 140.3 27.24 12.30
Decelerated Event "I 764.5 33.68 10.87 183.0 29.22 10.94

Nominal Event (No Gap) 761.5 33.81 11.38 97.8 29.24 10.93
'() Peaks shifted up in frequency by a factor of 1.10

.(2) Peaks shifted down in frequency by a factor of 1.10
(3) Minimum values shown are for wires not located at the ends, where tributary mass is lower.

The minimum wire tension at end location is 6.68 lb.

Comparison of the above peak forces in the airbars, T-bars, and the wire hangers to the forces in the

hand calculation of Reference 5.5 (included in Appendix-D) results in the following conclusions:

* The highest peak f6rce in the airbarof 810 lb is only 46% of the comparable value 1777 lb f =
(1 367)(1.3)] in the hand calculation, indicating higher safety factors than reported in Reference 5.5.
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The highest force in the T-bar of 183 lb is 68% of the comparable value 269 lb [ (207)(1.3)] in the
hand calculation, indicating higher safety factors than reported in Reference 5.5. The indicated
safety factor is more than 2.

The time history analyses indicate that the wires remain in tension. The overall minimum value of
6.68 lb occurs at wires located at ends, i.e., with a low tributary mass (see e.g., curve 'W-South' in
Figure 3.3). In typical wires supporting airbars with triangular ducts attached, the minimum is 10.9 lb
(see Table 3.1) demonstrating that the airbars do not lift up and buckle. [The comparable minima in
Reference 5.5 for wires not at the ends is 5.1 lb.] The maximum wire tension of 32.8 lbs is much
less than estimated capacity of 1032 lb [= (n/4)(0.f48)2(60,000)].

I
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4. Qualification - Air Delivery Component§

The air delivery components that are supported by the-main control room suspended ceiling are:

* The airbars supporting the triangular duct and providing flow path from the duct to the control

room below

* The triangular fiber board ducting

• The flex ducting supplying;air from the Category I metal duct above to the triangular fiber board

duct

The bases for seismic qualification of each of these components are provided in the following.

Air Bars

The air bars were explicitly modeled with actual cross section and material properties in the suspended

ceiling model described in the previous sections. As discussed above, the only potentially significant

loading to the airbars is in the form of compressive loads. Results from the time history analyses

6-jdemonstrated that the ceiling grid as a whole (including the airbars) maintains integrity. A factor of

safety well in excess of 1.3 was demonstrated. With the 3-D input motion based on 1.3 times the SSE

response at the slab above the control room, the maximum axial-plus-bending stress of 4.16 ksi (see

page B-78) is only 26% of the yield stress of 16 ksi. The air bars retain position, maintain integrity and

thereby provide-a sound .support mechanism for the triangular ducting.

Triangular dusting

Figure 4.1 illustrates a cross section of the triangular duct and how it is attached to the airbar (Reference

5.1).
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Figure 4.1. Schematic of triangular duct cross section, attachment to airbar illustrated

The bottom edges of the duct side panels mount to sheet metal channel adapter that is continuous over
the length and secured to the airbars with sheet metal screws (Figure 4.1). Nails secure the duct side
panels to the sheet metal adapter. Eyebolts at 4 foot centers run through holes in the duct top facet
down to the airbar where they are secured with Modu-Flo channel hardware to the airbar. A wire hanger

from the eye of the eyebolt connects the airbar to a unistrut above. The eyebolt shank provides lateral
(N-S and E-W) support and the steel discs and Tinnerman clips secured on the shank provide vertical

restraint for the duct This-arrangement provides for a continuous solid mounting of the duct t6 the
airbar-over the whole-length of the triangular duct. -

The seismic qualification of the triangular duct is based on: (a) The secure mounting- mechanism
described above, (b) Very light weight, 1.1 lb/ft, of the duct made of fiberboard, (c) The fiber board
material not being subject to brittle failure modes, (d) Effective accelerations of less than 2 g, as further

discussed in the following.
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With a 4 foot section of the duct, weighing 4.4 Ibs, subject to an effective lateral accereration of 2 g, the
duct attachment mechanism consisting of the continuous mounting to'the airbar plus the lateral restraint

- by the eye bolt shank is subject to a total lateral force of 8.8 lbs. No deformation in the duct or the

attachment mechanism is expected under such low applied force level.

Furthermore, as indicated by the sharp spikes of the airbar and T-bar axial force time histories, the

higher amplitude acceleration, with peaks of the order of less than 2 g, is associated with impacts and

thereby with high frequency. As demonstrated by earthquake experience data, tests and analytical
research, high level acceleration associated with high frequency input is not 'dambging', unless the
component has brittle failure modes (Reference 5.6). Considering the nature of the fiberboard material

response and the mounting configuration of the SQN MCR triangular duct, the response to be
anticipated with increasing levels of seismic shaking (to levels well in excess of 2 g) involve (1) some
longitudinal sliding of the triangular duct alongseemtachnladpr.nd2)olingfte

holes in the top panel (at eye bolt shanks). Such behavior does not lead to sudden failure or loss; of

On the bases discussed above, the triangular duct will Iral ntegrity an
functional capability intact during the SQN SSE. Note that the position retention is based on the
continuous (over the length) secure mounting on the sheet metal channel adapter and the additional
lateral support from the eyebolt shanks. With this configuration, a connection between two adjacent
sections (two duct section ends ship-lapped together) is not subject to relative displacements and the
connection, with special reinforced tape wrapped over the connection area and the sheet metal adapter
below the connection area, will maintain integrity and functional capability.

Rekr +t 'sy0
Flex Duct ('-/0 WAW ,R4 Y
The 10 inch diameter flex duct sections with spiral wire/fabric construction routed from the Category I
metal duct mounted independently to the reinforced concrete slab above are (1) light weight, (2) very
flexible, and (3)securely-attached to the above Category I metal duct and the triangular fiberboard duct
with adjustable length metal bands. With the estimated accelerations of less than I g at the top

attachment point (the'zero period acceleration of the slab above is 0.38 g, and the metal duct and its
anchorage are relatively rigid) and less than 2 g acceleration at the bottom attachmenf point (to the
triangular duct), inertia forces on the flex duct are negligible; The relative displacement in the order of
less than I" between end points (the gaps at the suspended ceiling perimeter are less than 1/8" and the
airbarlT-bar grid is relatively rigid in-plane) pose negligible demand for the flexible duct. The flex duct
will maintain structural integrity and full functional capability under SQN SSE.

{ 12& J~eg A0 r'7' 91/
W03
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Conclusion _

The SQN suspended ceiling and air. delivery components meet the applicable position retention,

structural integrity and functionality criteria requirements when subjected to the SQN SSE, with minor

modifications to their design as defined in Reference 5.13. This conclusion is predicated on the

following conditions:

(1) The minor modifications (Reference 5.13) are installed at the north and south ends of the control

room, and

(2) The ceiling and air delivery components are properly maintained to assure compliance with
original design configuration with the minor modifications, in accordance with TVA-SQN design
output documents.
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Appendix B: Computer- File Prints
(Total pages, including this cover. 90)
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JOB NO. 1116518 JOB MCR CEILING AND AIR DELIVERY COMPONENTS BY NPD DATE 01/07/03

' CALC. NO. R-002 SUBJECT SEISMIC QUALIFICATION CHK'D JKA DATE 01/08/03

APPENDIX B: FILE PRINTOUTS

"MODEL DEVELOPMENT"

File

* - - SEQUOYAH122302.INP -

Full Model development
CD#1 \ Model\ SEQUOYAH122302.INP
* SEQUOYAHPEW.4NP

Create "East-WestT Model
CD#1 \ Model \ SEQUOYAHEW.INP
* SEQUOYAH_NS.INP

Create "North-South" Model
CD#1 \ Model \ SEQUOYAH_NS.INP
* . SEQUOYAH_EWNoGap.INP

Create "East-West - NOGAP"Model
CD#1 \ Model \ SEQUOYAHEWNoGap.INP
* SEQUOYAH_NSNoGap.INP

Create 'North-South - NOGAP Model
CD#1 \ Model \ SEQUOYAH_NS_NoGap.INP
* Sequoyah.inp

Create All Models (Read All of the above input files)
CD91 \ Model \ Sequoyah.inp

See Page

B-5

B-20

B-22

B-24

B-25

B-26

"INPUT MOTIONS"

File

* East-West.prn
Input Motion 'Y' direction

CD#1 \ GroundMotion \ East-West.pm
* North-South.pm

Input Motion @ WX direction
CD#1 \ GroundMotion \ North-South.pm
* tVertical.pm

Input Motion @ Z' direction
CD#1 \ GroundMotion \ Vertical.pm

See Page

B-27

8-32

B-37
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JOB NO. 1116518 JOB MCR CEILING AND AIR DELIVERY.COMPONENTS BY NPD DATE 01/07/03

CALM. NO. R-Q02 SUBJECT . SEISMIC QUALIFICATION CHK'D JKA DATE 01l0B103

.EAST - WEST"'MODEL

File See Page

Time Historv Input files:
THNom.INP B-42

- NominalCas6
CD#1 \ SEQ_UnixEWStripNom \ THNom.INP

- THlLong.INP B-43
Peaks shifted down in frequency by a factor of 1.15 (Long DT Case)

CD#1 \ SEQUnix_EW_StripLong \THLong.INP
TH_ShortINP B-44

Peaks shifted up in frequency by a factor of 1.15 (Short DT Case)
CD#2 \ SEQ_UnixEWStripShort \ TH_Short.INP
t TH_NG_EW.INP B-45

No Gap - Nominal Case
CD#2 \ SEQUnixNoGapEWNom\ THNGEW.INP

Postprocessing Input files:

File See Page

* POST EW NomInal.INP B-46
Postprocessing - (Nominal Case)

J CD#1 \ SEQUnix_EWStrnp_Nom \ POSTPROCESS \ POSTEW_Nominal.INP
* POST EW Long.INP TB-47

Postprocessing - (Long DT Case)
CDX1 \ SEQ_Unix_EWStripLong \ POSTPROCESS \ POSTEWLong.INP

POST EW ShorLlNP B-48
Postprocessing - (Short DT Case)

CD#2 \,SEQ_UnixEWStripShort \ POSTPROCESS \ POSTEWShort.lNP
* POST EW NoGap.INP B-49

Postprocessing - (No Gap -Nominal Case)
CD#2 \ SEQ_Unix_NoGapEWNom \ POSTPROCESS \ POSTEWNoGap.lNP

Postprocessing Output files::

File See Page

* POSTEWNominal.out B-50
Postprocessing Output - (Nominal Case)

CD#1 \ SEQ_Unix_EWStrip_Nom \ POSTPROCESS \ POSTEWNominal.out
* POST_EW Long.out B-54

Postprocessing Output - (Long DT Case)
CD#1 \ SEQ_Unix_EW_Stripj.ong \ POSTPROCESS \ POST_EW_Long.out

POSTEWShorL'out B-58
Postprocessing Output - (Short DT Case)

CD#2 \ SEQUnix_EWStripShort \ POSTPROCESS \ POSTEWShort.out
* POSTEWNoGap out B-62

Postprocessing Output - (No Gap - Nominal Case)
CD#2 \ SEQUnix_NoGapEW_Nom \ POSTPROCESS \ POSTEWNoGap.out
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JOB NO. 1116518 JOB MCR CEILING AND AIR DELIVERY COMPONENTS BY NPD DATE 01/07/03

CALC. NO. R-002 SUBJECT SEISMIC QUALIFICATION CHK'D JKA DATE 01/08/03

"NORTH - SOUTH" MODEL

File. See Page

Time History Input files:
- TH_Nom.lNP B-66

Nominal Case.
CD#3\ SEQ-lUnix_NSStripNom \TH_N.INP
* THLong.INP B 8-67

Peaks shifted down in frequency by a factor of 1. 15 (Long DT Case)
CDX3 \ SEQUnixNSStrip.Long \THLINP
t TH_Short.NP B-68

Peaks shifted up in frequency by a factor of 1.15 (Short DT Case)
CD#4 \ SEQUnix_NSStripShort \ THS.INP

THNGEW.INP B-69
No Gap - Nominal Case

CD#4\SEQ_UnixNoGapNS_Nom\THNGNS.INP

Postprocessing Input files:

File See Page

* POST NSNominal.INP . - B-70
Postprocessing - (Nominal Case)

J CD#3 \ SEQ_Unix_NSStrip.Nom \ POSTPROCESS \ POSTNSNominal.INP
POSTNSLong.INP B-71

Postprocessing - (Long DT Case)
CD#3 \ SEQUnixNS_.Strip_Long \ POSTPROCESS \ POST_NSLong.INP
* POSTNSShort.INP B-72

Postprocessing - (Short DT Case)
CD#4 \ SEQ_UnixNS_..StripShort \ POSTPROCESS \ POST_NS_Short.INP
* POSTNS_NoGap.INP B-73

Postprocessing - (No Gap - Nominal Case)
CD#4 \ SEQUnixNoGapNSNom \ POSTPROCESS \ POST_NS_NoGap.INP

Postprocessing Output files::

File See Page

* POSTNS_Nominal.out B-74
Postprocessicng Output - (Nominal Case)

CD#3 \ SEQ_UnixNSStripNom \ POSTPROCESS \ POST_NS_Nominal.out
POST_.NSLong.out B 8-79

Postprocessing Output - (Long DT Case)
CD#3 \ SEQUnixNSStripLong \ POSTPROCESS \ POSTNSLong.out
* POST NSShort out B:83

Postprocessing Output - (Short DT Case)
CD#4 \ SEQUnixNSStripShort \ POSTPROCESS \ POST_NS_Short.out

e, * POSTNS_NoGap out B-87
Postprocessing Output - (No Gap - Nominal Case)

CD#4 \ SEQ_UnixNoGapNSNom \ POSTPROCESS \ POSTNSNoGap.out
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JOB NO.: 1116518 JOB: SON MCR Suspended Ceiling & Air Delivery Components BY: NPD DATE 12/13/02

CALC NO.: R-002 SUBJECT: Seismic Qualification CHK: JKA DATE 12/13/02

Appendix E: ANSYS QA Verification
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All computer runs from which results were extracted for use in the evaluations documented in the

previous sections were performed on TVA's ANSYS Release 5-.7 installation on the- EVEREST

server which has been verified and maintained in accordance with TVA's quality assurance

program.

The error reports related to ANSYS Release 5.7 on file at TVA Scientific Engineering Server

(TVASES) were reviewed to determine applicability to the analyses performed as part of this

evaluation. The error reports are listed in Table E-1. None of the listed error reports have any

bearing to the analyses performed; they do not apply to the element types or features used in the

analyses.

Table E-1. ANSYS Release 5.7 Class 3 Error Reports

1999-23 R2 2000-33 RI 2001-01 2001-02 2001-03 2001-07

2001-08 2001-10 2001-11 2001-13 2001-14 2001-15

2001-18 2001-19 2002-01 2002-02 2002-09 2002-10

2002-13 2002-20 2002-21 2002-22 2002-23 2002-25

2002-27 2002-28 2002-32 2002-33 2002-35
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Subject: Review of The WBN RAI (As The RAI Relates to SQN) REFERENCES

Attachment 9

Review of WBN RAI

(As The RAI Relates to SQN)

Note: The WBN RAI contained 15 requests.

Request 1 concerns the QA Program. This Attachment does not
address request 1. Enclosure 6 of the SQN Licensing Amendment addresses
request 1.

Requests 2 - 5 concern the Licensing Amendment. This Attachment does not
address requests 2 -5. The SQN Licensing Amendment addresses requests 2 - 5.

Requests 6 and 7 concern the ABS Consulting Report. This Attachment
addresses requests 6 and 7.

Request 8 concerns a response spectra confirmation unique to WBN. This
attachment does not address request 8.

Request 9 concerns the ABS Consulting Report. This attachment addresses
request 9.

Request 10 concerns tape related degradation and air leakage observed at WBN.
This attachment addresses attachment 10.

Request 11 - 15 concerns the ABS Consulting Report. This attachment addresses
requests 11 - 15.

Note: On the following pages, strike-through indicates a deletion and underline indicates
an addition.

h
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ENCLOSURE 1

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY
WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT (WBN)

UNIT I
DOCKET NUMBER 50-390

PROPOSED LICENSE AMENDMENT REQUEST WBN-TS-03-05

Subject: Watts Bar Nuclear Plant (WBN) - License Amendment to Revise the Updated Final
Safety Analysis Report and the Technical Specification Bases for the Seismic Qualification of the
Main Control Room Air Delivery Components and Suspended Ceiling - Request for Additional
Information.

NRC Request - Item 1: I WBN RAT I addressed in SON Licensing Submittal as Enclosure 6.

The last sentence of the evaluation results provided on Page El-6 of Enclosure I states that,
"since the flexible and triangular ducting was not designed, procured, and installed in accordance
with an Appendix B QA program, alternate acceptable limited QA requirements for the ducting
are being established. However, this QA classification change decreases the qualification/safety
classification for the duct work and results in the above criteria being met." Discuss and compare
key elements of WBN's "alternate acceptable limited QA requirements" with those of 10 CFR 50,
Appendix B QA program and elaborate on your rationale for concluding that the alternate, limited
QA requirements are acceptable.

TVA Response: WBN RAI 1 addressed in SQN Licensing Submittal as Enclosure 6.

The eighteen 10 CFR 50 Appendix B Program criteria are listed in Table I below. The proposed
Alternate QA Requirements and Appendix B QA Requirements and associated TVA
implementing processes, procedures, and general engineering specifications are compared for each
criterion. Then, for the WBN suspended ceiling and air delivery components application,
anticipated differences in the resulting documentation are identified and evaluated criterion by
criterion. (Note that some of the Appendix B QA Record documentation would typically be
provided by a vendor under contract to TVA.)

The Appendix B QA requirements used in this comparison are per the current NRC-approved
TVA Nuclear Quality Assurance Plan (NQAP) for safety-related items.

The Alternate QA requirements used in this comparison are per the current TVA NQAP for
quality-related seismic Category I(L) pressure boundary and position retention items. Those
standard, "Augmented" QA requirements for quality-related items are provided in Appendix E to
Nuclear Engineering Department Procedure (NEDP) 4, "Q-List and Unique Component Identifier
(UNID) Control." Pressure boundary and position retention

El- I I
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requirements are applied to the air delivery components. Position retention requirements are
applied to the remainder of the suspended ceiling. These same QA Requirements have been
applied extensively for seismic Category I(L)A [Pressure Boundary] and I(L)B [Position
Retention] for other commodities throughout the plant.

The Alternate QA requirements are proposed for this application because:

1. It is not possible to back-fit all Appendix B QA Requirements to the existing suspended
ceiling and air delivery components,

2. Application of the Alternate QA requirements is reasonable and practical for the existing
items, and,

3. The Alternate QA requirements support seismic qualification of the application with
margins that are adequate to ensure proper function.

Pending NRC approval of this license amendment request, no modifications will be required for
seismic qualification of the original design. However, design documentation will be appropriately
revised to reflect the approved changes. Also, future design changes, modifications, and
maintenance will be performed using the Alternate QA Requirements.

The Alternate QA program requirements outlined in NEDP-4 and as described below are
applicable to TVA processes and are not invoked on suppliers. The following tabulated
comparison is applicable to future modification and maintenance activities affecting the Main
Control Room air delivery components and suspended ceiling. Although the specific Alternate
QA Program requirements are not invoked on the suppliers, in the future, the flexible and
triangular duct in the Main Control Room (MCR) will be procured to Underwriters Laboratories
(UL) 181, "Standard for Factory-Made Air Ducts and Air Connectors" requirements.

Alternate QA requirements for the original installation were less stringent than the current
requirements. However, the existing suspended ceiling and air delivery component installation
were determined acceptable for seismic qualification based on existing design documentation, field
examination, and structural analysis (refer to the key activities comparison after the table).

El-2 2
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Table 1

Comparison of Proposed Alternate QA Requirements
and Appendix B QA Requirements

Page I of 12

10 CFR 50 10 CFR 50
Appendix B Appendix B QA Alternate QA

Criterion Requirements Requirements Comparison

1. Organization TVA Nuclear TVA Nuclear There would be no difference in TVA
Organization and (TVAN) Nuclear Organization.
responsibilities would Organization and
be per TVA's NQAP responsibilities are
Section 4. per TVA's NQAP

Section 4 and NEDP-
4 Appendix E,
Element 1.

2. Quality Quality Assurance NEDP-4 Appendix E There would be no difference in the
Assurance (QA) Program is a graded approach Quality Assurance Program plan, but
Program activities would be and TVA's NQAP the specific plan requirements for

per Section 5 of Section 5.2 allows a Alternate QA would be limited and
TVA's NQAP for graded approach focused relative to Appendix B.
safety-related items.

The Alternate QA requirements permit
a graded approach in which the
application and verification of QA
requirements is limited and focused to
the application and its importance to
safety.

For this application, the Alternate QA
focus is on assuring structural integrity
and flow delivery during a design basis
seismic event, concurrent with normal
operation. Sufficient documentation is
produced for that purpose.

However, the Alternate QA approach
results in a lesser quantity of
documentation than required for full

. Appendix B compliance. The
differences are primarily in Material
and QC Inspection documentation.

El-3 3
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Table 1
Page 2 of 12

10 CFRO 10 CFR50
Appendix B Appendix B QA Alternate QA

Criterion Requirements Requirements Comparison

3. Design Control Design Control Applicable Design There would be no difference in the
activities would be Control requirements TVA Design Control process and the
per TVA's NQAP are specified in specific process requirements for
Section 7 for safety- NEDP-4 Appendix E, Alternate QA and Appendix B would be
related items. Element 3 for seismic very similar.

Category I(L)
The implementing Pressure Boundary For this application, modification
TVAN process for and Position (DCN) and Engineering Document
the Appendix B Retention items Change (EDC) packages for the
requirements is (Ql0). Alternate (quality related) change and
Standard Programs the Appendix B (safety related) change
and Processes (SPP) The implementing would be very similar. Both would
9.3, "Plant TVAN process for require adequate design input and
Modification and the Alternate QA output to support the change. Drawings
Engineering Change requirements is and supporting calculations for seismic
Control." SPP-9.3. qualification would be nearly identical.

Alternate QA design input and output
documentation for this application will
assure that suspended ceiling and air
delivery component qualification is
maintained and that any future design
changes are also seismically qualified
accordingly.

There would be no significant difference
in the TVA Design Control
documentation for this application.

4. Procurement Procurement Applicable There would be no difference in the
Document Document Control Procurement general Procurement Document Control
Control activities would be Document Control process, but the specific process

per TVA's NQAP requirements are requirements for Alternate QA and
Section 8.1 for specified in NEDP-4 Appendix B materials would be
safety-related items. Appendix E, Element different. Specific Alternate QA

4 for seismic requirements are not invoked on the
The implementing Category I(L) suppliers. However, compliance with
TVAN process for Pressure Boundary applicable UL-] 81 requirements will be
the Appendix B QA and Position required for future MCR flexible and
requirements is SPP- Retention items triangular duct procurements.
4.1, "Procurement of (QI0).

El-4 4
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Table 1
Page 3 of 12

10 CFR 50 10 CFR 50
Appendix B Appendix B QA Alternate QA

Criterion j Requirements Requirements Comparison

4. Procurement
Document
Control
(continued)

Materials, Labor and
Services."

The implementing
TVAN process for
the Alternate QA
requirements is
SPP-4.1.

For this application, reasonable
assurance of the critical characteristics
for existing materials was obtained
based on existing drawing and
calculation documentation plus field
examination.

Per the Alternate QA approach new
non-pressure boundary components of
the suspended ceiling (for modification
or maintenance) would be procured
commercial grade, but such components
would be specified as good as or better
than the components they are replacing.

For this application, there would be no
significant difference in the quality
requirements for procured services (that
is, the contractor, ABS Consulting Inc,
was fully qualified to perform the
services). The overall quality of seismic
qualification documentation would be
equivalent.

The difference in Procurement
Document Control documentation is
acceptable for this application because
compensating factors (refer to the
comparison of key activities following
this table) are present in the Alternate
QA approach.

5. Instructions, Instructions, Applicable There would be no difference in the
Procedures, and Procedures, and Instructions, TVAN Instructions, Procedures, and
Drawings Drawings activities Procedures, and Drawings processes, and the specific

would be per TVA's Drawings process requirements for Alternate QA
NQAP Sections 6.1 requirements are and Appendix B would be very similar.
and 7 for safety- specified in NEDP-4
related items. Appendix E, The implementing department procedure

_ _ _ Element 5 for for "Seismic/Structural Qualification"

El- 5 5
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Table 1
Page 4 of 12

10 CFR 50 10 CFR 50
Appendix B Appendix B QA Alternate QA

Criterion Requirements Requirements Comparison

5. Instructions, The implementing seismic Category I(L) is NEDP-9. It addresses both Seismic
Procedures, and TVAN processes for Pressure Boundary Category I [Appendix B] and I(L)
Drawings the Appendix B QA and Position [Alternate QA] applications. There
(continued) requirements are Retention items would be no significant differences in

SPP-2.1, (Q10). the Seismic/Structural Qualification
"Administration of requirements for this application.
Standard Programs The Implementing
and Processes and TVAN processes for There would be no significant
Standard Department the Alternate QA differences in Instructions, Procedures,
Procedures," SPP- requirements are and Drawings documentation for this
2.2, "Administration SPP-2.1, SPP-2.2, application.
of Site Technical and SPP-2.3.
Procedures," and
SPP-2.3, "Document
Control."

6. Document Document Control Applicable Document There would be no difference in the
Control activities would be Control requirements TVAN Document Control processes,

activities would be are specified in and the specific requirements for
per TVA's NQAP NEDP-4 Appendix E, Alternate QA and Appendix B would be
Section 6.2 for Element 6 for seismic very similar.
safety-related items. Category l(L)

Pressure Boundary For this application, the QA Record
The implementing and Position documents would be maintained in a
TVAN processes for Retention items very similar manner for the Alternate
the Appendix B QA (Q10). QA and the Appendix B approaches.
requirements would The extent of QA Record documents
be SPP-2.1 and The implementing would be more for the Appendix B QA
SPP-2.3. TVAN processes for approach. However, the extent of QA

the Alternate QA Record documentation is sufficient
requirements are using the Alternate QA approach.
SPP-2.1 and SPP-
2.3.

El-6 66
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Table 1
Page 5 of 12

10 CFR 50 10 CFR 50
Appendix B Appendix B QA Alternate QA

Criterion Requirements - Requirements Comparison

7. Control of
Purchased
Material,
Equipment and
Services

Control of Purchased
Material, Equipment
and Services
activities would be
per TVA's NQAP
Section 8.2 for
safety-related items.

The implementing
TVAN processes for
the Appendix B
requirements are
SPP-4.1 and SPP-
4.2, "Material
Receipt and
Inspection."

Applicable Control of
Purchased Material,
Equipment and
Services requirements
are specified in
NEDP-4 Appendix E,
Element 7 for seismic
Category I(L)
Pressure Boundary
and Position
Retention items
(Q10).

The implementing
TVAN processes for
the Alternate QA
requirements are
SPP-4.1 and SPP-
4.2.

There would be no difference in the
Control of Purchased Material,
Equipment and Services processes, but
the specific process requirements for
Alternate QA and Appendix B materials
would be different.

Refer to Criterion 4 above, Procurement
Document Control, for comparison of
the procured materials (new and
existing) and services for this
application, by the Alternate and the
Appendix B approaches.

For this application, new flexible and
triangular ducting materials (for
modification or maintenance) would be
subject to similar receipt control and
inspection requirements when using
both Alternate QA and Appendix B
approaches. In each case critical
characteristics for acceptance would be
utilized to assure that the item received
is as specified.

Reasonable assurance of critical
material properties would be obtained in
both cases and the appropriate overall
quality of seismic qualification
documentation would be applied.

The difference in Control of Purchased
Material, Equipment and Services
documentation is acceptable for this
application because compensating
factors (refer to the comparison of key
activities following this table) are
present in the Alternate QA approach.

El-7 7
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Table 1
Page 6 of 12

10 CFR50 10 CFR 50
Appendix B Appendix B QA Alternate QA

Criterion Requirements Requirements Comparison

8. Identification and
Control of
Materials, Parts,
and Components

Identification and
Control of Materials,
Parts, and
Components activities
would be per TVA's
NQAP Section 8.3
for safety-related
items.

The implementing
TVAN process for
the Appendix B QA
requirements is SPP-
4.4, "Material Issue,
Control, and Return".

Applicable
Identification and
Control of Materials,
Parts, and
Components
requirements are
specified in NEDP-4
Appendix E, Element
8 for seismic
Category I(L)
Pressure Boundary
and Position
Retention items
(Q10).

The implementing
process for the
Alternate QA
requirements is SPP-
4.4.

There would be no difference in the
TVA Identification and Control of
Materials, Parts, and Components
processes, but the specific process
requirements for Alternate QA and
Appendix B materials would be
different.

For this application, new materials (for
modification and maintenance) would
be subject to the SPP4.4 requirements
in both cases. The flexible and
triangular duct in the Main Control
Room shall be procured to the UL -181
requirements. Also Modification and
Maintenance activities would be
performed in accordance with SPP-6.0,
"Modification and Maintenance" in
both cases."

For the existing installation, reasonable
assurance of adequate identification and
control of existing materials and
components was obtained from design
documentation and field observation.

The difference in Identification and
Control of Materials, Parts, and
Components documentation is
acceptable for this application, because
compensating factors (refer to the
comparison of key activities following
this table) are present in the Alternate
QA approach.

9. Control of Control of Special Applicable Control of There would be no difference in the
Special Processes Processes activities Special Processes TVA Control of Special Processes

would be per TVA's requirements are general specifications but the specific
NQAP Section 9.3 specified in NEDP-4 process requirements for Alternate QA
for safety-related Appendix E, Element and Appendix B installation would be
items. 9 for seismic different.

Category 1(L)
The implementing Pressure Boundary For future applications, the G-95
TVAN General and Position modification and maintenance

El- 8 8
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Table 1
Page 7 of 12

10 CF`R 50 10 CFR 50
Appendix B Appendix B QA Alternate QA

Criterion Requirements Requirements Comparison

9. Control of
Special Processes
(continued)

Engineering
Specification for the
Appendix B QA
requirements is G-95,
"Installation
Modification and
Maintenance of
HVAC Duct."

S

Retention items
(QI0). The
implementing TVAN
General Engineering
Specification for the
Alternate QA
requirements is G-95.

requirements wrill invoke the guidelines
in North American Insulation
Manufacturers Association (NAIMA)
standard for fibrous glass duct
construction. G-95 also includes
construction requirements for metal
ducting used for Appendix B and
Alternate QA requirements. G-95 was
first issued in 1990 and therefore was
not applied to the original installation.
The Alternate QA requirements prior to
1990 were less stringent.

Special Processes used for the existing
suspended ceiling and air delivery
component installation were determined
acceptable for seismic qualification
based on existing design documentation,
field examination, and structural
analysis. QA Records of the original
installation Special Processes activities
were not located.

The difference in Control of Special
Processes documentation is acceptable
for this application, because
compensating factors (refer to the
comparison of key activities following
this table) are present in the Alternate
QA approach.

4

10. Inspection Inspection activities
would be per TVA's
NQAP Section 9.1
for safety-related
items.

Applicable Inspection
requirements are
specified in NEDP4
Appendix E, Element
10 for seismic
Category l(L)
Pressure Boundary
and Position
Retention items
(Q10).

Appendix B and Alternate QA program
procedures require inspection and
verification. However, the specific
procedure requirements for Alternate
QA and Appendix B installations would
be different in some aspects.

Line Verification and Graded QC
Inspection for Alternate QA (quality
related) installations at TVA Nuclear
plants provide assurance that the
installed and maintained configuration

The implementing
TVAN procedures for
the Appendix B QA
requirements are
Nuclear Assurance
Department

El-9 
9
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Table 1
Page 8 of 12

10 CFR 50 IO CFR 50
Appendix B Appendix B QA Alternate QA

Criterion Requirements Requirements Comparison

10. Inspection
(continued)

Procedure (NADP) 1,
"Conduct of Quality
Assessment and
Inspection" and
NADP-5, "Grading
of Quality Assurance
Records."

The implementing
TVAN procedures for
the Alternate QA
requirements are
NADP-1 and
NADP-5.

is in compliance with applicable design
output drawings and G-Spec
requirements. In this case QC
Inspection is only performed when
specified on design output drawings or
associated G-Specs.

By comparison, both Line Verification
and QC Inspections would be performed
for Appendix B (safety-related)
installations.

For the current installation, Line
Verification has been performed for
maintenance repairs and that practice
will continue for any future repairs and
modifications.

Inspection/Verification of the existing
installation w as determined acceptable
for seismic qualification based on
existing design documentation, field
examination, and structural analysis.

The difference in Inspection and
Verification documentation is
acceptable for this application because
compensating factors (refer to the
comparison of key activities following
this table) are present in the Alternate
QA approach.

1 1 4.

1. Test Control Test Control
activities would be
per TVA's NQAP
Section 9.4 for
safety-related items.

The implementing
TVAN G-Spec for
the Appendix B QA
requirements is G-37,

Applicable Test
Control requirements
are specified in
NEDP-4 Appendix E,
Element 11 for
seismic Category l(L)
Pressure Boundary
and Position
Retention items
(QlO).

Both the Appendix B and Alternate QA
programs require test control; however,
the Appendix B warrants additional
testing over that required for Alternate
QA. In addition, the rigor of
acceptance criteria and level of
documentation of testing is greater for
the Appendix B QA than that required
for Augmented QA. However, the

El- 10 
10
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Table 1
Page 9 of12

10 CFR 50 10 CFR 50
Appendix B Appendix B QA Alternate QA

Criterion Requirements Requirements Comparison

11. Test Control "Testing and The implementing testing control required for this
(continued) Balancing of HVAC TVAN G-Spec for application is adequate to ensure the

Systems During Alternate QA equipment weill perform as designed.
Installation, requirements is G-37.
Modification, and
Maintenance."

12. Control of Control of Measuring Applicable Control of There is no significant difference in the
Measuring and and Test Equipment Measuring and Test Control of TVA Measuring and Test
Test Equipment activities would be Equipment Equipment general specifications, and

per TVA's NQAP requirements are the specific specification requirements
Section 9.5 for specified in NEDP4 for Alternate QA and Appendix B
safety-related items. Appendix E, Element would be very similar.

12 for seismic
The implementing Category I(L) HVAC system flow tests would
TVAN G-Specs for Pressure Boundary accurately measure flow in accordance
the Appendix B QA and Position with the applicable testing requirements
requirements are G- Retention items in either case.
37 and G-95. (Q1O).

The implementing
TVAN G-Specs for
the Alternate QA
requirements are G-
37 and G-95.

13. Handling, Storage Handling, Storage Applicable Handling, There is no difference in the process for
and Shipping and Shipping would Storage and Shipping Handling, Storage and Shipping for

be per TVA's NQAP requirements are Appendix B and Alternate QA materials
Section 9.6 for specified in NEDP4 for this application.
safety-related items. Appendix E, Element

13 for seismic New triangular or flexible duct material
The implementing Category I(L) (for modification or maintenance) would
TVAN process for Pressure Boundary be handled, stored and shipped in the
the Appendix B QA and Position same manner for both Appendix B and
requirements is SPP- Retention items Alternate QA requirements.
4.3, "Material (QlO).
Storage and
Handling." The implementing

TVAN process for
the Alternate QA
requirements is SPP-
4.3.
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Table 1
Page 10 of 12

10 CFR 50 10 CFR 50
Appendix B Appendix B QA Alternate QA

Criterion Requirements Requirements Comparison

14. Inspection, Test, Inspection, Test, and Applicable There would be no difference in the
and Operating Operating Status Inspection, Test, and TVA Inspection, Test, and Operating
Status activities would be Operating Status Status processes for Alternate QA and

per TVA's NQAP requirements are Appendix B QA programs.
Section 9.7 for specified in NEDP-4
safety-related items. Appendix E, Element There would be no significant difference

14 for seismic in Inspection, Test, and Operating
The implementing Category I(L) Status documentation for this
TVAN process for Pressure Boundary application.
the Appendix B QA and Position
requirements is SPP- Retention items
10.1, "System Status (QI0).
Control."

The implementing
TVAN process for
the Alternate QA
requirements is SPP-
10.1.

15. Nonconforming Nonconforming Applicable There would be no difference in the
Materials, Parts, Materials, Parts, and Nonconforming TVA Nonconforming Materials, Parts,
and Components Components activities Materials, Parts, and and Components process, and the

would be per TVA's Components specific process requirements for
NQAP Section 10.2.1 requirements are Alternate QA and Appendix B would be
for safety-related specified in NEDP-4 very similar.
items. Appendix E, Element

15 for seismic The possibility of an unacceptable
The implementing Category I(L) material for the existing application is
TVAN process for Pressure Boundary very remote considering the field
the Appendix B QA and Position examination, repair, document reviev,
requirements is SPP- Retention items and seismic qualification activities.
3.1, "Corrective (Q10).
Action Program." There would be no significant difference

The implementing in Nonconforming Materials, Parts, and
TVAN process for Components documentation for this
the Alternate QA application.
requirements is SPP-
3.1.

El- 12 12
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Table 1
Page 11 of 12

1 CFR 50 10 CFR 50
Appendix B Appendix B QA Alternate QA

Criterion Requirements Requirements Comparison

16. Corrective Action Corrective Action Applicable Corrective There would be no difference in the
activities would be Action requirements TVA Corrective Action process and
per TVA's NQAP are specified in documentation for the Alternate QA and
Section 10 for safety- NEDP-4 Appendix E, the Appendix B QA programs.
related items. Element 16 for

seismic Category I(L) There would be no significant difference
The implementing Pressure Boundary in Corrective Action documentation for
TVAN process for and Position this application.
the Appendix B QA Retention items
requirements is SPP- (Q1O).
3.1.

The implementing
TVAN process for
the Alternate QA
requirements is SPP-
3.1.

17. Quality Quality Assurance Applicable Quality For this application, the Alternate QA
Assurance Records activities Assurance Records focus is on assuring structural integrity
Records would be per TVA's requirements are and flow delivery during a design basis

NQAP Section 6.3 specified in NEDP-4 seismic event, concurrent with normal
for safety-related Appendix E, Element operation. Sufficient QA Record
items. 17 for seismic documentation is produced for that

Category I(L) purpose.
The implementing Pressure Boundary
TVAN process for and Position However, the Alternate QA approach
the Appendix B QA Retention items results in a lesser quantity of QA
requirements is SPP- (QI0). Record documentation than required for
2.4, "Records full Appendix B compliance. The
Management." The implementing differences are primarily in Material

TVAN process for and QC Inspection documentation.
the Alternate QA
requirements is SPP- The difference in QA Records
2.4. documentation is acceptable for this

application, because compensating
factors (refer to the comparison of key
activities following this table) are
present in the Alternate QA approach.
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Table 1
Page 12 of 12

10 CFR 5 1CFR50
Appendix B Appendix B QA Alternate QA

Criterion Requirements Requirements Comparison

18. Audits Audits activities Applicable Audits There would be no difference in the
would be per TVA's requirements are TVA internal Audits procedures, and
NQAP Section 12 for specified in NEDP4 the specific internal TVA process
safety-related items. Appendix E, Element requirements for Alternate QA and

18 for seismic Appendix B would be very similar.
The implementing Category I(L)
TVAN procedures for Pressure Boundary There would be no significant difference
the Appendix B QA and Position in the TVA Audit documentation for
requirements are Retention items this application.
NADP-1, "Conduct (Q1O).
of Quality
Assessment and The implementing
Inspections" and TVAN procedures for
NADP-2, "Audits." Alternate QA

requirements are
NADP-l and
NADP-2.
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TVA Response (NRC Request - Item 1 continued)

a. The Kea Alternate OA Activities for seismic qualification of the WBN suspended ceiling
and air delivery components were:

i. Visually inspect the existing suspended ceiling and air delivery components for
damage, material deterioration, or deviation from the original design. Based on
that inspection, make any needed repairs or replacements. Replace any degraded
tape.

ii. Establish appropriate member and material properties for use in seismic
qualification analysis, based on existing documentation (drawings, calculations,
and contract documents) plus supplementary field inspection data, as needed.

For example, the material specification for the aluminum grid members was
obtained from original contract documentation. Section properties for the grid
members were obtained from existing calculations and verified by field
examination. Dimensions of the triangular ducts were verified by field
examination. The overall configuration was obtained from existing drawings and
verified by field examination. Needed repairs were identified by field examination.

iii. Seismically qualify the suspended ceiling and air delivery components for WBN
design basis loading conditions. Demonstrate that the suspended ceiling remains
structurally stable with appropriate margin and that functionality of the air delivery
components is maintained during and after the design basis seismic event.
Determine whether modifications to the original design are needed.

iv. Issue design output requiring periodic inspections, maintenance, and testing to
ensure that the air delivery components remain as seismically qualified and that
duct flow remains within acceptable limits. Also upgrade design output drawings
to ensure configuration control is maintained.

b. The Key Appendix B OA Activities for equipment assemblies of this type would
typically be:

i. Procure the suspended ceiling and air delivery components from a vendor.
Contractually, assign seismic qualification responsibilities to the vendor. Ensure
that material properties used in qualification by analysis are conservative and
reliable. (Documented material property justification would be a vendor
responsibility.) Require qualification in accordance with NRC approved criteria
for WBN.
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ii. Review and approve the seismic qualification report, design output drawings, and
vendor manuals to be used for installation and configuration control.

iii. Install the assembly and perform QC verification of the installation.

iv. Maintain configuration control and perform any required modifications in
accordance with approved design and modification procedures.

c. Comparison of Key Activities and End Products:

The Alternate QA and the Appendix B QA activities produce similar end products:
i. Seismically qualified installation,
ii. Design output drawings,
iii. Maintenance and test requirements, and
iv. Seismic qualification reports.

The main differences in the Alternate QA and Appendix B QA activities would be in the
timing and responsibilities for the end products. The supporting QA documentation
would be more extensive for the Appendix B activities, as indicated in the preceding table.
Material property and QC inspection documentation would be more rigorous and detailed
for the Appendix B installation. For example, QC inspection results for the Appendix B
installation would be extensive and readily retrievable. Also material properties would be
readily available in vendor contract documentation as QA Records.

However the actual factors of safety against structural or pressure boundary failure for the
Alternate QA (Seismic Category I(L)) activities would be at least equal to the factors of
safety ensured by Appendix B (Seismic Category I) activities, as indicated by the
responses to Requests 8, 13, and 14. In each case seismic qualification would be by
analysis, test, or a combination of analysis and test.

Based on this comparison, the Alternate QA activities outlined herein are adequate to
ensure safe function in the areas important to seismic qualification.
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WBN RAI 2 addressed in SON Licensing Submittal. Enclosure I Sections
NRC Request - Item 2: 3.0 and 4.0.

The first paragraph of Page El-7 refers to the use of a transient dynamic finite element analysis of
the air delivery components that are non-conservative in some aspects relative to linear elastic
analysis methods. Discuss key aspects of the above noted analytical non-conservatism and explain
how the overall effect of the non-conservative seismic response results are adequately accounted
for in WBN's seismic qualification of safety related ducting for the CB HVAC system.

TVA Response: IWBN RAI 2 addressed in SON Licensing Submittal. Enclosure I Section 3.0 and 4.0.

The following response is in two parts:

a. Clarification of Intent:

Referring to the words in the first sentence of the Request:
"... a transient dynamic finite element analysis of the air delivery components that are non-
conservative in some aspects relative to linear elastic analysis methods."

What was intended, is more accurately expressed by the following revised words:
"... a transient dynamic finite element analysis of the air delivery components that is
generally more realistic and reduces conservatism in some aspects relative to linear elastic
analysis methods."

b. Discussion:

The non-linear Time History (T-H) analysis (i.e. transient dynamic finite element analysis)
provides more realistic results (closer to actual response) than would be obtained from
linear elastic response spectra analysis of the suspended ceiling and air delivery
components using the linear elastic analysis criteria. For example, the linear elastic
analysis criteria would require assumption of: 1) low structural damping, and 2) no gaps,
impact loads, internal friction or other non-linear effects. For the suspended ceiling, where
the luminous panels represent a large portion of the overall mass (in the order of 70
percent of the total suspended mass) and undergo sliding against friction within the ceiling
grid, use of standard linear elastic analysis methodology would result in significantly
conservative prediction of the response.

Since shake table testing of the entire assembly would be impossible due to the size and
complexity of the assembly, non-linear time history analysis was chosen as the best (i.e.
most accurate) available alternative.
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The key factor in seismic qualification of the air delivery components is a demonstration
that the aluminum air bars remain structurally stable and provide continuous support for
the triangular ducts. That fact is demonstrated directly in the ANSYS model results, as
described on Sheet 26 of Report 1116518-R-001 (included in Enclosure 2 of TVA's
March 12, 2003, license amendment request).

Qualification of the attached triangular duct and flexible duct is then justified as described
on Pages 26 through 29 of Report 1116518-R-001.

A level of assurance of the validity of the ANSYS results for the nonlinear time history
analyses of the WBN ceiling structure is provided by the various verification problems in
the ANSYS Verification Manual that include one or more of the particular features
present in the WBN model. These include the following:

* Nonlinear time history analysis

* Nonlinear spring elements

* Coulomb friction

* Gap/Impact condition

* Geometric nonlinearity and/or buckling condition

Of the total of 249 verification problems included in the ANSYS Version 5.7, Verification
Manual, nine sample problems, with at least one of these features employed in each, are
identified in Table 2 below. A copy of the detailed description of each of the problems,
cut from the ANSYS Version 5.7 Verification Manual, is provided in Enclosure 2 of this
submittal. For each problem, the description provides (a) reference to a, "standard" text
that details the "exact" analytical solution for the problem and (b) comparison of this exact
result to the solution obtained with ANSYS.

Table 2
Verification Problems Included in the ANSYS Version 5.7, Verification Manual

NonLinear Geom.- N
T-H NonUnear Coulomb Gap/ and/or

Verification Problem Analysis Spring Friction Impact Buckling
VM9 Large Lateral Deflection of Unequal Stiffness Springs X X
VM21 Tie Rod with Lateral Loading X
VM31 Cable Supporting Hanging Loads X
VM73 Free Vibration with Coulomb Damping X X
VM79 Transient Response of a Bilinear Spring Assembly X X X
VM83 Impact of a Block on a Spring Scale X X
VM85 Transient Displacement In a Suddenly Stopped Moving Bar X X
VM136 Large Deflection of a Buckled Bar X
VM156 Natural Frequency of a Nonlinear Spring-Mass System X X
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NRC Request - Item 3: WBN RAI 3 addressed in SON Licensing Submittal. Enclosure I Section 3.0

With respect to the first paragraph of Page E1-7, you stated that NRC has not approved the
application of the time history analysis methodology for qualification of the air delivery
components, however, the methodology has been approved for other WBN applications. Is the
time history analysis methodology currently used for qualification of the air delivery components
identical to the one previously approved by the NRC? As applicable, discuss and justify any
elements of the current methodology that are different from those of the one previously approved
by the NRC.

TVA Response: WBN RAI 3 addressed in SON Licensing Submittal. Enclosure I Section 3.0.

Non-linear finite element T-H analysis for seismic qualification of the suspended ceiling and air
delivery components applies the same basic structural analysis methods as used for seismic
qualification of the seismic Category I WBN ice condensers and fuel racks.

Ice condenser analyses, described in WBN Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR)
Section 6.7.17, were performed by Westinghouse using their Proprietary software. Those
analyses include consideration of gaps, sliding, impact loads, and increased effective damping.
Fuel rack analyses were performed by Holtec using their proprietary software. Those analyses are
briefly described in UFSAR Section 9.1.2.3.

The suspended ceiling and air delivery component analyses were performed by ABS Consulting
(formerly EQE Incorporated) using ANSYS software. The analysis runs were made on TVA's
QA verified ANSYS installation. ABS reviewed the error reports (issued by ANSYS Inc. as part
of the QA program) applicable to this ANSYS installation and determined that none of the errors
have any impact on the element types or features used in the analysis (reference Appendix E of
Report 1116518-R-001).

In summary, the same basic analytical methods were used for previously approved and current
analyses. The current analyses are not identical to previously approved analyses, but they were
performed by an industry expert using QA verified software. Consequently, the quality and
accuracy of the current analysis results is expected to be equivalent to previously approved non-
linear time history seismic analyses for safety-related seismic Category I equipment assemblies at
WBN.

NRC Request - Item 4: WBN RAI 4 addressed in SON Licensing Submittal. Enclosure I Section 4.0.

The second paragraph of Page El-8 refers to the use of a transient dynamic finite element analysis
of the air delivery components using ANSYS general purpose finite element software (Reference
3). Discuss key assumptions and limitations of the ANSYS program used that are
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applicable to the full model shown on Figure 2-2 and how the assumptions and the limitations are
properly integrated into WBN's formulation of the 3-D MCR suspended ceiling finite element
model.

TVA Response: |WBN RAI 4 addressed in SON Licensing Submittal. Enclosure I Section 4.0.

The features of the WBN suspended ceiling and air delivery components model include, in
addition to modeling aspects customarily included in the, "conventional" linear structural models,
nonlinear element types to represent gaps and sliding, with friction, "across" the gaps, and
geometric nonlinearity effects. The nonlinear gap/sliding element types and the associated
modeling assumptions that are described on Pages A-3 through A-5 of Appendix A of the WBN
license amendment submittal are, "standard" implementations of gap/sliding modeling in general
purpose nonlinear finite element software. The properties, gap widths and friction coefficient
values, assigned to these elements are based on information provided on design/vendor drawings
for the WBN installation and on observations in the field. For example, the general configuration
was observed to be consistent with the design output drawings and the gap around the outer
periphery of the suspended ceiling was observed to vary from zero to approximately 1/8-inch.
There are no additional assumptions/limitations to the ones described on Pages A-3 through A-5
of Appendix A of the WBN license amendment submittal. Modeling was done in a manner
consistent with the ANSYS user's manuals. The proper function of the selected elements is
covered by the ANSYS program QA. The treatment of geometric nonlinearity effects is
consistent with the standard formulations developed for nonlinear finite element applications.

ANSYS is a general-purpose finite element software, with modeling and solver capabilities that
are more extensive than those implemented in several other finite element codes often used for
civil/structural analyses. ANSYS Inc. supports a 10 CFR 50 Appendix B compliant QA
verification program (including verification problems and error notices). The WBN control room
suspended ceiling analyses were performed using TVA's ANSYS installation that has been
verified to this 10 CFR 50 Appendix B compliant QA verification package. The non-linear time
history analyses were run by ABS Consulting on a TVA computer server, using TVA's QA
verified ANSYS version 5.7 software. In addition, ABS reviewed the ANSYS version 5.7
software error reports and determined that none of them could have any impact on the analysis.
Their review of the error reports is documented in Report 11 16518-R-00I Appendix E (provided
in Enclosure 3 of this submittal). ANSYS has been widely used in nuclear, aero-space, maritime,
oil and gas, and electronics industries to solve linear and nonlinear structural stress and dynamics
problems (as well as problems involving heat transfer, fluid flow and electromagnetism). Such
wide use of the software over the last several decades provides a level of additional assurance of
the quality and verification of the software.

This analysis was well within the capability of the ANSYS program and the knowledge level of
the analysts.
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NRC Request - Item 5: | WBN RAI 5 addressed in SON Licensing Submittal. Enclosure I Section 4.0.

The last two sentences of Page El-9 state, "The flexible and triangular duct capacities were based
on analysis for potential failure modes, industry precedents, and the analytical determination that
the ceiling grid work remains stable. Other suspended ceiling components, including luminous
panels, were shown to remain in their position during and after the SSE." Discuss the specific
potential failure mode analyses performed, applicable test-based component capacity data and key
applicable industry precedents considered in confirming the seismic resistant capacities for the
flexible and triangular ducting. Also, discuss WBN's basis for asserting that suspended ceiling
components were shown to retain their position and physical configuration as well as maintain
ducting pressure boundary during and after the SSE. The staff is particularly interested in WBN's
discussion of available observed or experimentally obtained HVAC components seismic response
data (including round flexible and triangular ducting) that offer reasonable basis for the above
assertion. The substance of this RAI also applies to the italicized sentences of Notes 2 and 4 of
Page El-10 proposed for revising UFSAR tables 3.2-2a and 3.2-6, respectively.

TVA Response: I WBN RAI 5 addressed in SON Licensing Submittal. Enclosure I Section 4.0.

The suspended ceiling grid-work, support wires, and luminous panels are explicitly modeled and
their response determined from the ANSYS T-H analysis. Effective masses of the triangular and
flexible ducts are also attached to the air bars which are main structural members in the grid-work.
The ANSYS output is the basis for asserting that the grid-work remains stable and the luminous
panels remain in place. Most importantly, deformations in the air bars and the T-bars are
negligible as they were demonstrated not to buckle, and at the ceiling perimeter displacements are
limited to 1/8-inch, the approximate gap width along the perimeter. For very light items such as
both the triangular and flexible round duct, both theory and seismic experience data support that
deformation demand tends to be the important determinant of seismic performance, inertial
loading being typically insignificant. This is supported by seismic experience data for various
types of HVAC ducting as documented in Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) Report No.
1007896, "Seismic Evaluation Guidelines for HVAC Duct and Damper System," April 2003.

The database includes information on HVAC duct performance at thirty eight sites, in fifteen
earthquakes varying in magnitude from 5.5 to 8.1 with peak ground accelerations ranging from
0.25 g to 0.85 g, at the investigated sites. Collectively, these sites contained thousands of HVAC
duct spans. In general, duct systems exhibited good seismic behavior, with few instances of
damage or failure. Where damage or failure occurred, it could be attributed to a particular
inadequate design or construction aspect, or to seismic spatial interaction. The design aspects
demonstrated by the experience data as causing vulnerability to seismic damage are as follows:

a. Inadequate connection detail either between two adjacent duct sections or at a point
where a grille/diffuser connects to duct, e.g., a lap joint either with small number of rivets
or relying on friction only.
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b. Inadequate range of free displacement in the bellows connecting duct to equipment in an
installation where either or both are on flexible supports and therefore subject to
significant differential displacement. (In some cases, equipment such as air handling units
or fans have been mounted on inadequately designed vibration isolators with the result
that the equipment dislodged and the bellows tore.)

c. Inadequate supports.

d. The end of a long flexibly supported duct run not attached to the last support.

With the absence of any of these features in the triangular duct and the flexible round ducting in
the WBN Control Room ceiling installation, the earthquake experience data clearly supports the
capability of this ducting to withstand the WBN SSE without loss of structural integrity.
The triangular duct is continuously supported by the air bars and is also supported by support
rods on 4-foot centers. Thus it has redundant support load paths and is primarily loaded by self-
weight seismic inertial loads. Those loads are small due to the light weight of the ducting material
and well within the structural capacity of the triangular duct material. Additional justification for
qualification of the triangular ducts is provided on Sheets 26 through 28 of report 1165 18-R-001
(included in Enclosure 2 of TVA's March 12, 2003, license amendment request).

The flexible ducts in this application are similar to flexible hoses and ducts which have been
seismically tested in numerous applications and as part of equipment assemblies. Seismic testing
and earthquake performance experience indicate that flexible hoses and ducts which are properly
designed for their pressure and flow delivery loads do not fail due to seismic inertial loads.
Failure may occur due to excessive relative end movements. In the current application, the
flexible ducts have been properly designed for their flow delivery function and the relative end
movements have been shown to be small and well within the end movement capabilities of the
ducts. The flexible ducts have been visually examined to verify that the ducts are properly
installed and not degraded. Additional justification for qualification of the flexible ducts is
provided on Sheets 28 and 29 of Report I 1651 8-R-00I (included in Enclosure 2 of TVA's March
12, 2003, license amendment request). Refer to the responses for Item 13 and 14 for additional
information on seismic qualification of the triangular and flexible ducts, respectively.
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NRC Request - Item 6: | Request and response apply to SON with no changes. I

The first paragraph on Sheet 3 of Enclosure 3 states that both the suspended ceiling and the air
delivery components have been classified as Seismic Class I(L) with special requirements on
position retention, structural integrity and maintaining flow delivery function. Explain both the
analytical as well as component performance/test based considerations that form the basis for
defining the special requirements attributable to a Category I(L) component. Also, indicate key
differences from a structural performance/integrity perspective between a Seismic Category I
component and one categorized as Seismic Category I(L).

TVA Response: IRequest and response apply to SON with no chances.

Functionality of the air delivery components is assured by the structural integrity of the air
delivery components. Structural integrity is assured for the design bases'SSE as described above.
From a structural integrity/performance perspective there is no significant difference between air
delivery components classified as Seismic Category I(L) with special requirements for structural
integrity and flow delivery and air delivery components classified as Seismic Category 1. Both
perform exactly the same function.

The credible mechanisms for reducing, cutting off, or restricting flow from the metal supply
ducting to the MCR airspace are fully addressed by the seismic qualification analysis and
supported by the Alternate QA Requirements. Refer to the response for Item I for additional
information.

NRC Re u Item 7_ Request nd response apply to SON with minor editorial changes. as marked.

Third paragraph on Sheet 3 of Enclosure 3 states that during the level of seismic response implied
by the WBN SON SSE, with a peak ground acceleration of 0.18 g, the response of the ceiling
structure will involve significant nonlinear behavior resulting in significant damping in excess of
the level, e.g., 5% or 7%, typically used in structural design. Discuss the basis for your statement
and, as available, provide a quantitative or an earthquake-experience based justification for this

pBNs SON's assertion.

TVA Response: |Request and response apply to SQN with minor editorial changes. as marked.

This statement expresses an expectation, considering the construction of the suspended ceiling
and air delivery components. Regulatory Guide 1.61, Damping Values for Seismic Design of
Nuclear Power Plants," specifies a damping of 7 percent of critical for bolted steel structures
subject to SSE. However, the SON FSAR restricts this damping value to 5 percent of critical.
On this basis, -. 5 percent damping should be used for a structure consisting ofjust the air-bars
and the intersecting T-bars bolted together, i.e., the grid without the
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luminous panels that (a) account for roughly 70 percent of the total suspended mass and (b) are
subject to sliding against friction within the grid panels. The WQBN SON ceiling is constructed
such that significant non-linear behavior and associated increased damping is expected. That
expectation is borne out by the actual analysis results. The damping used in modeling the linear
elastic portion of the seismic response prediction is actually signifieantly less than - 5 percent of
critical as shown by the figure on Sheet 11 of report 1116518-R-004-2. This is rationale to
preclude, "double counting" the energy dissipation in the system.

Raleigh proportional damping (refer to Item 11 response) simulates the effective damping which
would occur in the suspended ceiling grid-work in the absence of gaps and sliding of the ceiling
panels with associated friction (directly simulated in the model). The grid-work members (airbars
and T-bars) are attached to each other by mechanical connections. No friction is directly
simulated in the mechanical connections between grid-work members.

NRC Request - Item 8:- RAI 8 is unique to WBN. RAI 8 does not apply to SON.

Last paragraph on Sheet 3 of Enclosure 3 indicates that the WBN SSE Set B (Evaluation) time
histories were used as the input motion in the time history analysis of the CR HVAC components.
Also discussed in this paragraph are methods used to account for uncertainties involved in
dynamic modeling, shifting in the response spectrum peak frequency, and an indirect way of
incorporating a design safety factor of 1.3. Confirm that the above SSE Set B (Evaluation) time
histories were previously reviewed and accepted by the NRC staff as part of the WBN's current
licensing basis (CLB) for seismic analysis and design. Also, discuss briefly WBN's basis for
selecting time histories applicable to elevation 771', node 310 (North-East corner) as input
motions for the transient finite element seismic analysis of CR suspended ceiling.

TVA Response: I RAI 8 is unique to WBN. RAI 8 does not apply to SON.

The Set B input and response spectra were developed by TVA-WBN before startup in response
to an Outstanding Issue in the Safety Evaluation Report (SER). They are implemented by TVA-
WBN in accordance with IJFSAR Sections 3.7, 3.7.1, 3.7.2, and 3.7.3. The associated NRC
Safety Evaluations are documented in NLTREG-0847 Supplements 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, and 12.
Supplement 6 is the primary SER directly related to Set B. The suspended ceiling and air delivery
component analysis has been performed in accordance with proposed new UFSAR Section
3.7.3.18.

The seismic analysis of the Auxiliary-Control Building is documented in TVA-WBN Report
CEB-80-27 R4. Node 310 of the Auxiliary-Control Building Set B model is at the extreme south-
west corner of the building (column line N) at Elevation 771.5. It was chosen because it captures
the torsional response of the building due to East-West input for the MCR which is located in the
south end of the building. The MCR floor is at Elevation 757 and the suspended ceiling is at
Elevation 765. Thus, node point 310 is above and outside (relative to
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building center of rigidity) the MCR suspended ceiling location. Therefore conservative input
motion for analysis of the existing suspended ceiling and air delivery components is provided by
use of the Set B time history at node 310. The amplitude of that time history input was multiplied
by 1.3 to ensure an adequate safety factor.

By comparison, seismic SSE testing per WBN UFSAR Section 3.7.3.16 ensures a safety factor of
1.1 against structural failure or loss of function. Analysis of seismic Category I and I(L)
equipment assemblies for SSE conditions per Section 3.7.3.16 assures a safety factor of about 1.2
to 1.4 against structural failure due to elastic buckling or plastic deformation. Analysis of seismic
Category I and I(L) duct supports for SSE conditions per UFSAR Section 3.7.3.17 ensures a
safety factor of about 1.1 to 1.3 against structural failure due to elastic buckling or plastic
deformation. Actual safety factors against structural failure for most of the seismic Category I
and I(L) equipment and supports at WBN are substantially more than these minimum ensured
values. The actual safety factor against structural failure of the WBN suspended ceiling is also
substantially more than 1.3, based on ABS Report 1116518-R-001.

NRC Request - Item 9: | Request and response apply to SON with minor editorial changes, as marked.

Referring to the second paragraph on Sheet 4 of Enclosure 3, briefly summarize the scope and
results of a hand calculation method performed earlier as part of the ceiling grid functionality
evaluation, and compare key results of the hand calculation to those results obtained from the
transient finite element non-linear dynamic analysis for the WBN SON CB ceiling structure.

TVA Response: Request and response apply to SON with minor editorial changes. as marked.

The hand calculation addressed the as-found condition on September 30, 2002, relative to the
potential for instability of the suspended ceiling air bars, due to impact of the suspended ceiling
with the border structure attached to the MCR walls. If the air bars were to buckle or distort
significantly the attached triangular ducts could also be damaged, causing potential loss of
function. Earthquake experience indicated this as the critical failure mode. The hand calculation
utilized the equivalent static analysis method and analytical assumptions based on experience
insights and engineering judgments. For example, the peak of the -. 5 percent damped response
spectra and a 1.0 multimode factor were used for buckling instability evaluation. This hand
calculation Functionality Evaluation is included in Appendix D of Report 11 16518-R-00Q2.
Conclusions from the hand calculation were:

a. Buckling of the suspended ceiling grid work will not occur.
b. The safety factor against structural failure of an air bar is greater than 44 1.3 and probably

as high as -2 1.8.
c. A safety factor of at least 24 1.8 is present against structural failure of the T-bars.
d. Functionality of the flow diffusers (triangular ducts) and flexible ducts is assured.
e. The panels (vinyl light diffusers and aluminum louvers) will retain their installed positions

not fall.
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Some key results from the hand calculation and the non-linear time history analysis are compared
at the bottom of Page 4-S 17 and top of Page -19 1 8 of Report 1116518-R-000.-2. Those results
and a few others are listed in Table 3 below. The comparison indicates the hand calculation
results are conservative relative to the non-linear time history seismic qualification analysis.

Table 3
Key Results from the Hand Calculation and the Non-linear Time History Analysis

Air Bar Typical Wire Min.
Compressive T-Bar Compressive Tensile
Force(2) (LB) Force (LB) Forced2 (LB)

Hand Calc') , 42--3 1777 93.269 34 0.5
T-HAnalysis 4-54 810 24 183 94 10.9

(1) Hand calculation results have been multiplied by 1.3 for direct comparison to T-H
analysis results.

(2) Air bar compressive force and typical support wire minimum loads are indicators of
the potential for air bar buckling. Typical support wire deadweight load is 24 pounds.
Lower compressive force in an air bar and higher wire force, indicates less potential
for air bar buckling.

A safety factor greater than 2 against structural failure of an air bar is predicted based on the T-H
analysis results (reference Sheet 36 23 of Report 11 16518-R-0012).

NRC Request - Item 1O: IRequest and response apply to SON with minor editorial changes. as marked.

The last part of the fourth paragraph on Sheet - 25 of Enclosure 3 states that, 'With this
configuration, a connection between two adjacent sections is not subject to relative displacements
and the connection, with special reinforced tape wrapped over the connection area, will maintain
integrity and functional capability." Given the facts that prior reinforced tape related degradation
and air leakage of the ducting were observed at WBN and the lack of long term
functionality/integrity testing data for the ducting, elaborate on AWBN's SON's basis for drawing
the above conclusion.

TVA Response: | Request and response apply to SON with minor editorial changes. as marked.

Previously existing degraded and/or damaged tape has been replaced with new reinforced tape of
the type recommended by the vendor. In addition, WpN SQN has issued design output
documents in Engincering Dcumcetation Changc (EDC) E 51362 A and System Deserpfien
N3 930CB 1002 Design Change Notice (DCN) D-21359-A and Drawing 46W402-3 requiring
periodic inspections (at 36 month intervals) of the flexible and triangular ducting to ensure that
they remain in good condition and that any degraded or damaged tape is promptly replaced before
the degradation or damage becomes significant.
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The installed reinforced tape has adequate adhesion, tension, and shear properties to withstand the
small seismic inertial forces between sections of the triangular duct without structural damage or
loss of functionality.

NRC Request - Item I11: I Request and response apply to SON with minor editorial changes. as marked.

The first paragraph on Sheet 11 of Enclosure 3 states that Raleigh proportional damping with
mass and stiffness proportional coefficients of 0.2 and 0.001, respectively, was used in the
transient dynamic analysis. Discuss your rationale for selecting these proportional damping
coefficients. Are these coefficients derived from applicable vendor model testing results or
pertinent data based on past earthquake experience? Also, discuss pertinent ANSYS code
verification data that support the use of the above proportional damping coefficients.

TVA Response: Request and response apply to SON with minor editorial changes. as marked.

Raleigh proportional damping is a commonly used method to represent damping in structural
systems. The method involves representation of a viscous damping matrix D as a linear
combination of the mass and stiffness matrices (M and K ) as follows:

D=aM+,/K

As derived in the theory of dynamics of multi-degree of freedom systems (see e.g., R W. Clough
and J. Penzien, "Dynamics of Structures,' McGraw-Hill, Chapter 19-3), damping coefficient in
each of the modes ok can be expressed in terms of the proportionality coefficients a and P. and
the modal natural angular frequency, a,,, as:

I a

The figure on the referenced Sheet II of Enclosure 3 of TVA's M4arch 12, 2003, license
amendment request illustrates this dependency of the modal damping 6, as a function of the
modal angular frequency aOk (for a = 0.2 and fi = 0.001).

As is stated on the referenced Sheet 11:

"At the frequency of ideal pendulum with wire length of 24" of 0.64 Hz, the above results
in less than 3 percent damping, and the damping remaining below 5 percent up to about 16
Hz. Use of linear elastic damping of - 5 percent would be consistent with the WNBN SON
UFSAR requirements for linear elastic analysis of the suspended ceiling."
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The -. 5 percent damping of WBI* SON UFSAR is eensistent i4th conservative relative to
guidelines in Regulatory Guide 1.61 which specifies a damping of 7 percent of critical for bolted
steel structures. Damping criteria guidelines, such as the damping of 7 percent of critical for
bolted steel structures, are based on information accumulated from experience and tests on
various, "generic" categories of structures/construction. They are typically not based on vendor
test information. On this basis, if the ceiling consisted just of the grid members, i.e., the air-bars
and the intersecting T-bars, linear analysis of this structure could be performed using -. 5 percent
damping.

In nonlinear analysis such as conducted for the pBN .SQN suspended ceiling, damping (energy
dissipation) is incorporated in the model not only through the Raleigh proportional damping, but
also through inclusion of energy dissipating friction elements at the luminous panel grid interface.
To avoid unrealistically over-damping the system, the Raleigh proportional damping is specified
lower than the -. 5 percent guideline FSAR value intended for use in linear analysis.

The Raleigh proportional damping method is a product of the classical structural dynamics theory
and has been implemented in various structural analysis/dynamics software. The Raleigh damping
is implemented in ANSYS as part of the commonly used Newmark- 6i time stepping algorithm
(as in some other codes with structural dynamics capabilities). Verification of these aspects of the
ANSYS code are covered by the overall QA of the software.

NRC Request - Item 12: I Request and response apply to SON with minor editorial changes. as marked.

The first paragraph on Sheet 12 of Enclosure 3 states that there is very little cross coupling
between the North-South and East-West responses. Discuss WVBN's SON's quantitative basis for
asserting that only minimal cross coupling effects exist for the Main Control Room ceiling system.
Also, indicate how your sub-modeling approach in the proposed analysis affect the results when
compared with a rigorous 3-D seismic response analysis. Discuss WVBN's SON's specific method
used to combine the seismic responses due to each of the three component earthquake time
history motions.

TVA Response: Request and response apply to SON with minor editorial changes. as marked.

Category I and I(L) equipment and fluid system components at WBN SON are seismically
qualified by analysis or test by 2D Methodology (Larger of North-South + Vertical and East-West
+ Vertical) and IEEE 34141975 as described in UFSAR Section 3.7.364. The suspended ceiling
and air delivery components constitute a non-NSSS equipment assembly and the analysis results
presented in Report 111651 8-R-00-2 comply with the 2D Methodology described in UFSA
Secticn 3.7.3.6.3 SON Equipment Seismic Design Criteria.

In addition, the suspended ceiling configuration precludes significant cross-coupling in the North-
South and East-West directions because the main structural members T-bars and air bars are in
the Nerh-Soeuth East-West and East-West North-South directions, respectively.
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Both the North-South and East-West strip models are subjected to the same vertical time history
input. Examination of the results on Page 4817 of Report 1116518-R-004-2 indicates that the
calculated minimum wire forces for the North-South and East-West strip models are nearly the
same, indicating that the vertical response is dominated by vertical input and that there is very
little cross-coupling between North-South or East-West, as expected.

Finally, the structural margins determined from the T-H analysis are large (e.g., air bar and T-bar
safety factors greater than 2) so that any small level of unaccounted for cross-coupling in the
suspended ceiling will be readily accommodated. Also note that the input mction is conserVative
as described in the response tc Item 8.

NRC Request - Item 13: Request and response apply to SQN with minor editorial changes. as marked.

Referring to the thirdsecond paragraph on Sheet 2&25 of Enclosure 3, you stated that no sudden
failure or loss of integrity of the WBN SON MCR triangular duct is expected and the duct seismic
response should be ductile in nature. Provide a duct-material property test based rationalization,
including applicable vendor tested stress-strain curve or material constitutive law for the
triangular duct to support your assertion of ductile, no sudden failure or loss of integrity.

TVA Response: Request and response apply to SON with minor editorial changes. as marked.

The triangular ducts are made of fibrous glass material. Fibrous glass ducts of this type are
subjected to UL-181 tests including structural integrity tests for local puncture, static bending
load, pressure capacity, impact, and leakage. The static load, puncture, and impact tests clearly
indicate that the material is quite flexible and ductile (not brittle). The pressure load test ensures
that the duct is structurally capable of 2.5 times the rated operating pressure. The leakage test
also indicates that the duct is durable since it is performed after the static load, impact and
pressure tests.

There is reasonable assurance that the pBN SQN triangular and flexible ducts comply with UL-
181 requirements. Field inspection of the WBNSON material indicates that it is identical to the
UL-181 Listed material. Also, since the UL-181 standard has been available since 1961, it is
reasonable to assume that the WSON material conforms to UL-181 requirements. However
documentation is not available that unequivocally establishes that fact.

If purchased to UL-181 requirements today, the triangular duct material would be very similar to
the installed material at WBNISON. That new material would be procured to comply with
applicable UL-181 Class 1 requirements. It would probably be purchased from one of the
member companies of the NAIMA air handling committee
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(Certainteed Corporation, Knauf Fiberglass, Owens Corning, or Schuller International). A eepy
Af N4AAIMA Publieatien AH1100 9/96 is prxtided in Enelesur-e 4 ef this subital. it discusses the
required Uh 181 testing for fibrous glass I-WAC duct systems, including the structural integrity
tests. It also describes the required USL 18 1A tests for coneceting tape betvwen secftions of the
fibrous glass ducting, similar to the tape used between triangular duct seetions at VBEN.
Since the triangular ducting material is quite flexible (low effective modulus of elasticity), the
triangular ducts will readily conform to the very small deformation of the supporting air bars
indicated by the analyses, with negligible internal forces developing due to these deformations, or
inertia, without any structural damage to the triangular duct or the reinforced tape between
triangular duct sections. This behavior and performance is further supported by seismic
experience data (refer to response to request 5).

NRC Request -Item 14: 1 Request and response apply to SON with minor editorial changes. as marked.

The f-last paragraph on Sheet 29 25 of Enclosure 3 discusses your judgment based conclusion
regarding the structural integrity and full functional capability of the 10 inch diameter duct
sections with spiral wire/fabric construction under WBN SON SSE. As applicable, provide
pertinent vendor tests based-data to support the above conclusion. If no vendor test data are
available, provide a simplified, response spectrum method based seismic response analysis of the
10 inch diameter flexible ducts, considering the duct mass and flexibility, relative displacements of
the duct supports and the transient time histories corresponding to the WBN SON SSE at the
duct supports in order to justify the above qualitative conclusion.

TVA Response: IRequest and response apply to SON with minor editorial changes. as marked.

As indicated in the response to Item 5 above there is extensive seismic testing with similar flexible
hoses and ducts and extensive seismic experience data for various different types of ducts,
including flexible round ducting. This information consistently demonstrates that the critical
seismic failure mode for flexible ducting is structural damage in cases where the amplitude of
relative end movements exceed the deformation capacity provided by the geometric configuration
of the duct run or when the end connections are inferior. Given the flexibility and the very light
weight of this type of ducting, inertial loading does not pose a challenge for structural integrity.

The end connections for the WBN SON flexible ducts are adjustable metal clamps which provide
structurally sound attachments to the metal and triangular ducts. Thus failure due to inferior end
connections is not credible for this application.

For this application, the relative end movements due to design basis SSE loading are less than
1-inch (Reference Report 11165180R-004-2 Sheet -9ZL). The 10-inch diameter flexible ducts
vary in length from 3 to 8 feet. Flexible ducts of this type are capable of bending 180 degrees
over a mandrel whose diameter is equal to the inside diameter of the flexible duct without any
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structural damage (Reference UL-181, Section 7). Thus the bend radius to the centerline of a 10
inch flexible duct can be as small as 10 inches without structural damage. The seismic relative end
movement demand for this application is obviously much less than the end movement capacity of
the flexible ducts. Hence the conclusion in Report 11 1651 80R-004-2 (Sheet 2925) is that, "The
relative displacement in the order of less than 1" between the end points ---- pose negligible
demand for the flexible duct."

NRC Request - Item 15: Request and response apply to SON with minor editorial changes. as marked.

Referring to the various stress-strain curves presented on Sheets A-3 through A-5 of Appendix A,
provide a discussion of the basis, including available material test data, for your quantitative
definitions of various deformable/flexible elements representing the transient finite element
dynamic analysis model. Also discuss both upper and lower bound results of the key grid member
responses under the WB SON SSE and the sensitivities of the members' seismic response with
respect to the quantitative parameters selected for the stress-strain curves representing various
model elements.

TVA Response: | Request and response apply to SON with minor editorial changes. as marked.

The steps in the evaluation of the WBN SON suspended ceiling response were as follows:

i. Perform a nonlinear time history analysis of the ceiling using a model that is representative
of the actual configuration, after repairs and minor modifications.

ii. Recognizing uncertainties in the modeling parameters, rerun the analysis varying the
parameters considered most significant in establishing the ceiling response envelope as
follows:

* Address uncertainty in the frequency characteristics of the input motion by shifting
the input motion response peaks by +/- 44 L 0percent (consistent with VBN SON
UFSAR and US NRC Regulatery Guide 1.122 guidelines)

* Address uncertainty/variability in the clearance (gap) around the perimeter of the
ceiling grid by running the following cases:

(a) no gap, and

(b) 1/8-inch gap
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iii. Review the results for reasonableness, safety margins indicated and in comparison with the
results from the hand calculation Functionality Evaluation to determine whether additional
analyses were required to establish seismic qualification of the suspended ceiling and air
delivery components.

Since the results from these nonlinear time history analyses (1) indicated large safety margins, and
(2) supported the conclusions from the simplified but more conservative hand calculation
evaluations, it was concluded that the completed analyses in Report 1116518-R-004-2 establish
that the WBN SON suspended ceiling and air delivery components seismic capacity exceeds the
WBN SON design basis seismic demand with margins exceeding those required for seismic
qualification of Category I and I(L) equipment assemblies.
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